LEGEND

- NIPOMO CSD WATER SYSTEM (12" & LARGER)
- CITY OF ARROYO GRANDE URL
- CITY OF GROVER BEACH URL
- CITY OF PISMO BEACH URL
- OCEANO CSD SERVICE AREA
- SLOCO SD WASTEWATER OUTFALL
- CITY OF PISMO BEACH WASTEWATER OUTFALL
- SANTA MARIA RIVER
- NMMA BOUNDARY
- ALTERNATIVES B & C CCWA PIPELINE
- ALTERNATIVES D & G CCWA PIPELINE
- ALTERNATIVES K - L OCEANO INTERTIE
- ALTERNATIVES J OCEANO INTERTIE
- ALTERNATIVES H SANTA MARIA PHASE 1
- ALTERNATIVES H SANTA MARIA INTERTIE PHASE I
- ALTERNATIVES U SOLAR DISTILLATION COASTAL
- ALTERNATIVES O DANA WELLS
- ALTERNATIVES M & N 3Q WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
- ALTERNATIVES A - E AGRICULTURAL WATER REUSE
- ALTERNATIVES P & Q PHILLIPS 66 REFINERY PROCESSWATER REUSE
- ALTERNATIVES R SEAWATER DESALINATION
- ALTERNATIVES M & P NIPOMO CSD TANK SITE

NIPOMO COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT
SUPPLEMENTAL WATER ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION COMMITTEE
EXHIBIT 1 - WATER SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES
DRAFT FINAL REPORT - FEBRUARY 26, 2013